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Introduction and Background

Goal
Obtain numerical estimates for the number of times a typical closed geodesic intersects itself on a pair of pants.

Pair of Pants
A pair of pants is a surface which is homeomorphic to the three-holed sphere with no boundary. The name comes from considering one of the removed disks as the waist and the two others as the cuffs of a pair of pants. Pairs of pants are used as building blocks for compact surfaces in various theories.

Background Information
- Hyperbolic geometry studies curved surfaces which locally resembles the hyperbolic disc, like the image above and left.
- A geodesic is the shortest straight line that connects two points in hyperbolic surface. And its path can be represented by a word written in the given surface’s alphabet.
- The number of times a geodesic intersects itself is the self-intersection number.

Theorem 1
On a surface with finite volume, non-empty boundary, and negative Euler Characteristic \( \chi \), the proportion of words \( \omega \) of word length \( L \) such that

\[
\alpha = \frac{2L(\omega) - \kappa L^3}{L^{2N}} < b \quad (*)
\]

converges. In fact

\[
\lim_{L \to \infty} \frac{\# \{ \omega \text{ satisfies } (*) \}}{\# \{ \text{words of length } L \}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-x^2/2} \, dx
\]

where \( \kappa_1 \) depends only on the Euler characteristic of the surface. This means when \( L \) is very large, the distribution of self-intersection of all free homotopy classes of word length \( L \) close to a Gaussian with mean \( \kappa_1 L^2 \) and standard deviation \( \alpha L^{3/2} \).

Methods and Results

The geometric length of a geodesic on the pair of pants is completely determined by the lengths of the boundary curves. If we set \( C = \min\{a, b, h/2\} \), then Chas proves that for every geodesic \( \omega \) in the pair of pants, its word length is related to geometric length as follows

\[
G(\omega) \geq C \cdot W(\omega)
\]

Combinatorial intersections:
Following an algorithm of Cohen-Lustig we have computed the number of self-intersection for closed curves whose words have geometric length from 6 to 30. As we keep adding the volume of our sample size, the histograms tend towards a bell-shaped normal distribution which matches the theoretical results of Steven Lalley.

Theorem 2
The method we use is the algorithm comes from Cohen and Lustig, and is modified from the original algorithm of Birman-Series to extend to surfaces without empty boundary. Our program does the following:

INPUT:
1) Given an ordered alphabet for surface word, and word of some length expressed in this alphabet.

OUTPUT:
1) Generate all the possible cyclic permutations
2) Generate all possible linking pairs as defined by Birman-Series
3) Count the number of self-intersection points, as determined by a linked pairs of words satisfying an ordering on words

Future Directions

0.1 Conclusions
The histogram of geometric length of given length words appears to tend towards a normal distribution, as suggested by Chas’ numerical results.

0.2 Future Plans
Since we have already gone through the “pair of pants” model and sampling with geometry length of the words, we are going to do the sampling on other infinite hyperbolic surfaces afterwards. By generating the self-intersection number by geometry length in the “pair of pants” model, we are going to study if there is a fixed relationship between them on infinite volume surfaces, similar to theorem 1.

Further Questions
If a result like Theorem 1 is true for the pair of pants, what is the proper scaling exponent?

Answering Question Our current results suggest the scaling is not \( L^{3/2} \), but we have not yet gathered enough data to conclude what other power it should be. The value appears to be some \( 2 < d < 3/2 \).
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